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The textual pieces in scene images might often provide vital semantic data for visual content
understanding, indexing and analysis; as a result, text extraction had become a significant research
area in image processing and computer vision. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid multilevel
algorithm to extract text in various scene images. The algorithm converts the Red – Green –Blue (RGB)
image into grayscale for color reduction. Next, it applies edge detection and mathematical
morphological operations to extract edges in the image preprocessing phase. The resultant binary
image passes through three subsequent levels in a multi layer behavior. Connected components
labeling and text candidates' selection take place in each level through different criteria analysis. We
used the structural features of connected components as basis criteria for selecting candidate texts,
those features include: area, width, length and condense intensity mean of connected components.
Afterwards, Horizontal projection profile analysis is used to further refine the candidate text areas and
to eliminate non-text regions. The proposed algorithm is evaluated on a set of fifty images chosen from
a well known text locating test dataset: KAIST. Extensive experiments show high robustness under
different environments such as indoor, outdoor, shadow, night and light, and for different text
properties such as various font size, style and complexities of backgrounds and textures. The algorithm
effectively extracts textual contents from scenes images with high average of Precision, Recall, and FScore which are 90.1, 99, and 94.3%, respectively.
Key words: Multilevel text extraction, hybrid text extraction, edge detection, connected components, text
candidates, morphological operations, horizontal projection profile.

INTRODUCTION
The development of digital technologies accelerated the
rapid growth in digital content. However, as digitalization
is expanding in all categories and materials, it becomes
important to extract any textual content from digital media
to acquire semantic clues to help in visual content
illustration and analysis. Digital images, as an essential

form of digital media, may include pieces of text that
comprise useful information for automatic explanation
and structuring of images (Mancas-Thillou et al., 2007).
Furthermore, information in embedded text can be used
to fully understand images and for specific applications
such as page segmentation in (Jain and Zhong, 1996;
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Tang et al., 1996), address block location (Yu et al.,
1997), license plate location (Cui et al., 1997; Kim and
Chien, 2001), and content-based image/video indexing
and retrieval (Shim et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1994). Text
appears in images either in the form of documents such
as scanned CD/book covers or as video images. The
embedded text in video frames can broadly be classified
into two categories: overlay text and scene text. Overlay
text refers to those characters generated by graphic titling
machines and superimposed on video frames/images
(Zhang and Chang, 2003), while scene texts are those
captured by a recording device such as text in signs,
nameplates, food containers, etc. Scene text is more
difficult to detect (Gatos et al., 2005; Choksi et al., 2013;
Sumathi et al., 2012) and therefore researches and
studies in this field are so limited. In contrast to caption
texts, scene texts can have any orientation and may be
distorted by the perspective projection and may often be
affected by variations in scene and camera parameters
(Jung et al., 2004 in Kim and Chien, 2004; MancasThillou et al., 2007); they also have several varieties of
fonts, sizes, styles, reflections and shadows. As a result,
Text extraction in scene images has become a
challenging issue due to previous problems in addition to
the complicated background in the image itself.
Many algorithms have been developed and improved in
scene image text extraction. The majority of text
extraction algorithms could be classified either as
connected component based technique or as texture
based technique (Fu et al., 2006). Connected
component-based methods use geometric constraints
and information to choose text candidates by creating
bounding boxes around connected regions in images
(Pan et al., 2009). The algorithm proposed in (Leon et al.,
2010) makes use of similarity measure to choose text
regions; it combines texture information and geometric
information in order to extract text in scene image. In
Rajab et al. (2014), we presented a text extraction
technique
that
employs
image
enhancement,
morphological operations and different transformations in
order to label text candidates.
Texture-based methods treat the text as a unique
object that has some distinguishable features from the
background. The researchers in Wen and Chou (2004)
used Discrete cosine transform (DCT) based high pass
filter to remove constant background. The problem of
texture-based methods is the large computational
complexity in texture classification; which leads to a
confusion when text-like regions appear. The variations
on text fonts, sizes, colors and complex backgrounds
(Shivakumara et al. 2014; Mao et al., 2013) affect the
performance of these algorithms and hence text cannot
be extracted by using a single method only. Niti (2014)
and Xiaoqing and Jagath (2006) improved a hybrid and
multi-scale method that use Support Vector Machine
(SVM) transformation along with some pre-processing
and post-processing steps in order to extract text in

complex images (Chandrasekaran and Chandrasekaran
(2011).
In Jung and Han (2004), two methods for text
localization in complex images were proposed. The first
method was an automatic texture-base method that can
increase the recall rates for complex images; while the
second one was a connected component-based filtering
that took advantage of geometry and shape information
to enhance the precision rates.
This paper proposes a hybrid multilevel text extraction
algorithm that can locate and extract texts in complex
scene images and can resolve problems that some
previous systems had. The algorithm uses both
connected
component-based
and
texture-based
techniques in text candidates' selection. It begins with
image preprocessing which includes both color reduction
and edge extraction. In color reduction step, the RGB
image is converted into a grayscale image. Afterwards,
the binary image resulted from edge extraction in the
preprocessing phase is sent to three subsequent levels.
All levels contain both connected components labeling
and text candidates' selection; however every level has
its own criteria used in text candidates' selection. Criteria
used in candidate selection include analyzing area, width,
height and intensity mean of connected components.
Adaptive background elimination through logical
operations is performed in inner phases in addition to
analyzing the horizontal projection profile of the image in
order to eliminate tiny non textual areas.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Proposed algorithm
In this study, we improved a hybrid multi level algorithm for text
extraction in scene images. The proposed algorithm uses both
connected component-based and texture-based techniques and it
includes preprocessing phase in addition to three sequential levels;
every level contains inner phases where candidate text regions are
labeled gradually within inner phases of each level. The proposed
algorithm is discussed methodically in the following:
Image preprocessing
Image preprocessing phase is extremely significant in achieving
better performance in text detection and extraction techniques. The
scene image may contain some noise or effects such as shadow or
light spots; therefore we need to remove those effects before
labeling and detecting the text candidates in the image in order to
get a better input image for next phases. Preprocessing phase
includes both color reduction and edge extraction inner phases:
i) Image preprocessing: Color Reduction
In this phase, the acquired colored image is converted from Red –
Green –Blue (RGB) color model into grayscale and passes as the
input image to the next phase.
ii) Image preprocessing: Edge Extraction
In this phase, the canny edge detection is applied on the saturation
grayscale image. The edge detection is applied to get the edge
map of the image. Afterwards, morphological image dilation is used
on the resultant binary image with a suitable structuring element.
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After image preprocessing, the resultant binary image passes
through three subsequent levels as follows:
Level 1
Phase 1.1: Labeling text candidates' regions
In this phase, all elements in the connected components set S are
labeled and then tested by using some selection criteria in order to
find the text candidates set ST. Those criteria contain mathematical
analysis of width, height and area of each element. Connected
components with area (Ai) greater than a certain portion of the
overall area (AI) of the image will be eliminated; the analysis of this
criteria helps in excluding large connected components that are far
away from being textual regions. Width and height of connected
components are also tested so all components with width less than
twice and half of height (the threshold used in the algorithm) are
eliminated. Equations (1) and (2) in the following show the criteria
used in eliminating non text regions in this phase.

IF the intensity mean of J > 0.5 then
1. Find image negation of J, store the result in Jn
2. Calculate R = AND (I, Jn) ELSE
3. Find binary image of G with a larger threshold (0.75), store the
result in Jnb
4. Calculate R = AND (J, Jnb)
End IF
Output (R)
Level 2
Phase 2.1: Labeling the text candidate regions
Text candidates are labeled by studying the condense intensity
mean of white pixels (intensity = 1) for each connected component;
if the mean is greater than a certain threshold, the region will be
eliminated, otherwise it will be labeled as text region as shown in
Equation (3).

(1)
(2)
In previous equations, S stands for the set of all connected
components, SE is the set of the eliminated components and ST is
the set of candidate text regions. The total area of image I is
denoted by AI, while i stands for an element in S with area, width
and height denoted by Ai, Wi and Hi, respectively. Variables t1 and t2
are the thresholds used in our algorithm which were obtained from
many experiments on large set of images and have values 18 and
2.5, respectively. Figure 1(a) shows a sample scene image used in
algorithm testing, Figure 1(b) shows the result image after
connected components labeling, while the result of text candidate
selection is shown in Figure 1(c).
Phase 1.2: Text Extraction – level 1
In this phase, we apply multi-step operations on the text candidates
in order to extract the text from the image. The inner steps of this
phase are discussed in the following.
Step 1.2.1: Morphological operations: A set of morphological
operations with filling procedures are applied on the image to
facilitate edge enhancement; morphological operations include
close and open operations followed by holes filling.
Step 1.2.2: Eliminate large non-text areas from the background
using adaptive logical operator: In this step, we apply an
adaptive (AND) operator between the binary image in Phase 1.1
and the enhanced edged image from Phase 1.2.1; this step gives
excellent results in eliminating large non-text regions from the
image background. Applying logical (AND) between both enhanced
edge image and the adjusted monochrome version from the original
helped in studying the foreground and the background of the image.
However, if the intensity mean of the resultant image is greater than
a certain threshold, an image negation operation is performed to
keep the important foreground data; otherwise, the original image is
converted to a monochrome version using different threshold.
Figure 1(d) shows the result image after applying this phase, while
the procedure is shown in the following pseudo code.
Pseudo code: (Adaptive AND Procedure)
Input (G, I, J)
Where: G is the grayscale image, I is the resultant image from Step
1.2.1 and J is the resultant image from Step 1.1
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(3)
In the previous equation, ST denotes the set of candidate texts, i is
an element in S (the set of all connected components) and
threshold t3 = .80.
Phase 2.2: Text extraction – level 2
Step 2.2.1: Image post processing: After labeling the text
candidates in Phase 2.1, border thinning operations are applied for
text candidate regions to remove interior pixels. Filling operation is
applied next to reduce gaps between pixels in connected
components.
Step 2.2.3: Horizontal projection profile: A horizontal projection
profile is defined as the sums of the candidate pixels over image
rows (Ye et al., 2005). In this step, the small non textual regions are
eliminated by using the horizontal projection profile of the result
image after post processing. Pixel rows with intensity sum less than
an acceptable threshold will be discarded. The threshold is relative
to the total intensity mean of the horizontal projection profile of the
image. Figure 2 illustrates eliminating small non-text regions by
using the image horizontal projection profile. Figure 2(a) shows the
image with small non-text regions, while Figure 2(b) shows the
horizontal projection profile of the image with a red circle indicating
the candidate image regions to be eliminated. The elimination is
applied on all small curves indicating tiny intensity sum of row
pixels. Figure 2(c) shows the resultant image after non-text
elimination using projection profile analysis.
Level 3
Phase 3.1: Labeling the text candidate Regions
The principal objective of this final level is to ensure that all non-text
components are eliminated in the image. In this phase, all criteria
features studied earlier are examined for each text candidate again
for the last time, those features are:
1. Area of the text candidate,
2. Height and width of the text candidate,
3. Intensity mean of the text candidates.
The text candidate area should be greater than 1/10 of the mean
area of connected components with acceptable number of pixels,
additionally it should not exceed 4 times of the mean area. The
width and height of the text candidate should relatively conform to
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the English letters rules so that the width should not exceed the
height*6 and vice versa. For the intensity mean of text candidate,
we eliminated all components with intensity mean greater than
90%, so if the majority of the component texture is white, then the
area cannot be a textual region; conversely, it may be a solid region
or noise.
Phase 3.2: Final text extraction

projection profile.

KAIST set. Testing was based on selecting some scene images
with different properties such as (color, font size, orientation, and
alignment) and that were captured in different environment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After Level 3, the text candidate regions are extracted, and the final
textual information in the image is detected. Figure 3 shows a
sample final result of the extracted text at the end of this level. All
levels, inner phases and steps of the proposed algorithm discussed
previously are illustrated in the block diagram shown in Figure 4.

In this study, proposed text detection algorithm
quantitatively and qualitatively were evaluated. The
analysis of results is based on various experiments and
measurements and is discussed in the subsequent
subsection.

Testing dataset

Procedure

The selected images from KAIST dataset are used to test the
performance of the proposed algorithm (Jin and Seonghun, 2011).
This dataset is developed by the Korean Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology (KAIST) where the dataset name came
from. KAIST dataset consists of scene text images with different
properties such as (color, font size, orientation, and alignment) and
were captured in five different environments: light, night, shadow,
indoor, and outdoor. This dataset is grouped based into the
languages: English, Korean, and mixed of English and Korean.
Each of these groups is classified according the captured
environment condition. All images in the dataset have been resized
into 640 × 480. To test the performance of the proposed algorithm,
a set of English language scene images have been selected from

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated
under 50 scene images selected from KAIST dataset with
different
properties
and
captured
in
different
environments. The availability of ground truth images in
the KAIST dataset provides a better opportunity to
compare the proposed algorithm resultant image with the
ground truth image quantitatively and qualitatively. An
example on a scene image and its ground truth from
KAIST dataset is shown in Figure 5.
Selecting optimum values for thresholds used in our
algorithm was not an easy task; extensive testing on
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Figure 3. The final extracted text.

Figure 4. The block diagram for the multilevel text detection algorithm.

a

b

Figure 5. A KAIST image and its corresponding ground truth a. The original
image; b. Ground truth image.
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Figure 6. Choosing some thresholds optimum values. The upper charts compare
between t1, t2 thresholds probabilities; while the bottom chart compares between
threshold probabilities for the ratio between height and width in English letters.

many images had been performed to choose the best
value for each one. Figure 6 shows comparisons
between the algorithm testing results when applied on
one KAIST image with different threshold probabilities.
Figure charts compare between error percentages for
threshold probabilities. The minimum error values: 18, 2.5
were selected for thresholds, demonstrated previously in
this study: t1, t2 respectively. Also, the third chart shows
the best threshold for the ratio between height and width
for English letters which is 16.667 or 1:6%.

falsely classified as background in the algorithm’s
detection result while it is a text in the ground truth.
Based on these measurements, Precision, Recall, and FScore are calculated as in the following equations:

(4)

(5)
Quantitative metric
(6)
The performance of the proposed text extraction
algorithm is evaluated quantitatively by calculating three
measurement metrics: Precision, Recall, and F-Score.
The calculation of these metrics is based on computing
the number of corresponding match text between the
algorithm’s detected text area and the ground truth
image. This yields calculating three measurements: true
positive tp, false positive fp, and false negative fn. True
positive (tp) represents the number of pixels that are truly
classified as text in the algorithm’s detection result, and
false positive (fp) represents the number of pixels that are
falsely classified as text in the algorithm’s detection result
while it is a background in the ground truth. False
negative (fn) represents the number of pixels that are

Precision value measures the percentage of the correctly
detected text from the whole detected text area while the
Recall value measures the probability of the text
detection algorithm of correctly detecting the text area. FScore value represents a harmonic mean of the precision
and recall to give a single value to measure the
effectiveness of the detection results.

Analysis
The proposed text extraction algorithm was improved to
resolve the problems encountered in our system proposed
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Figure 7. False text detection in the old algorithm and the improvement in the new one a.
Original image; b. Lama Rajab et.al (2014) Algorithm; c. Proposed algorithm.

a. Original image
in (Rajab et al., 2014). The previous system presented a
connected component-based text extraction technique
that employs image enhancement, morphological
operations and different transformations such as Hough
transform in order to label and extract text candidates.
However in this paper, a hybrid multi-level text extraction
that uses both connected component-based and texturebased techniques in text candidates' selection was
present. The algorithm applies color reduction and edge
enhancement on input image followed by three
subsequent levels. Each level applies multiple inner
phases like connected components labeling and text
candidates' selection based on criteria analysis of
connected components' area, width, height and intensity
mean in addition to image horizontal projection profile
analysis.
The old system proved its robustness in text extraction
on many images but unfortunately it failed in extracting
the text from shadow images and it was detecting the
light spot falsely as a text. Figure 7 shows a sample
image with a light spot detected as text in the old
technique. However, the current Algorithm utilized
completely different techniques and presented a novel
methodology to improve the performance of text
extraction in such images.
The improvement of the current algorithm performance
was experimented by testing both algorithms on a set of
common images from about 15% of the overall test set.
The precision, Recall and F_score values of the
proposed algorithm for this set of images are 0.868,
0.991, 0.924, respectively, while they are 0.853, 0.955
and 0.889, respectively for algorithm (Rajab et al., 2014).
Comparisons between these metrics for both algorithms
are shown in the chart (Figure 8).
Relatively to the comparative analysis above, the
effectiveness of the proposed text extraction algorithm is
tested also individually on fifty selected scene images
from KAIST dataset that have different properties and
were captured in different environments. The results
under five different environments: indoor, outdoor, light,
night, and shadow are shown in Figure 9; two images
were selected from each environment.
Obviously, the detection results from the proposed
technique are very accurate and robust in detecting text

from scene images that have different properties such as
font size and type, color, orientation, and alignment.
Moreover, the proposed algorithm detects the text
accurately from images that have been affected to strong
light or those which have dark or bright illumination spots
(Figure 9c and d). It also detects the large characters
accurately as well as the small ones in both indoor and
outdoor environments (Figure 9a and i), as well as in
images which have shadow areas as in Figure 9g and h.
Moreover, it proved to be robust and effective in detecting
images with curved texts (Figure 9b).
As stated previously, the performance of the proposed
technique is evaluated quantitatively using three metrics:
Precision, Recall, and F-Score that obtained from
comparing the output image from the proposed algorithm
with the ground truth. These three measurements are
calculated for 50 images that were selected from KAIST
dataset. The average of Precision, Recall, and F-Score
on this set consisting of fifty KAIST images is 90.1, 99,
and 94.3%, respectively.
Noticeably, the average of the Recall metric is very
high (99%) due to the high probability of our text
detection algorithm of correctly detecting the text area in
the scene image and this is obvious in the Figure. As a
result, our proposed algorithm is robust and consistent
under the different environments and under variant
properties.
Unfortunately in some cases, the algorithm detects
some small areas falsely if they have similar properties to
texts. Therefore, the algorithm will label these
background areas as candidate text regions which will be
detected as textual contents in the further steps. Thus,
the existence of some small areas which are similar to
text properties will decrease the precision since these
areas were extracted falsely to be texts while they are in
fact background areas as we can see in Figure 9b, e, and
h, and that affects the value of Precision metric.
Conclusion
Text extraction in scene images is a significant and
promising research area in computer vision. In this paper,
we propose a new and improved multilevel and hybrid
algorithm that can detect and extract the textual content
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Figure 8. Comparisons of Precision, Recall and F_Score between both:
our new and old techniques.

Figure 9. Set of images from KAIST dataset with detected text area using the proposed
technique. (a) and (b) were captured on a indoor environment. (c) and (d) were captured
on light. (e) and (f) were captured on night environment. (g) and (h) are two images that
were captured at shadow. (i) and (j) are two images that were captured at outdoor.
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in various scene images. The algorithm uses both
connected
component-based
and
texture-based
techniques in text candidates' selection.
The
improvement is represented by using a hybrid multilevel
detection method with subsequent multi phases in order
to extract the text progressively. We have anticipated
through the proposed algorithm to resolve problems that
our some previous systems had in text extraction field.
In the preprocessing step, the algorithm used the
grayscale version from the RGB image and then applied
edge extraction on the resultant image. Various
techniques in three subsequent levels are applied after
preprocessing such as connected component labeling,
text candidate selection with different criteria testing,
morphological operations, and projection profile based
technique for non-text regions elimination. As a result,
candidate text areas will be labeled, detected and
extracted in a multi layer behavior in inner phases.
The effectiveness of the proposed technique is tested on
50 images from KAIST dataset that were captured in
different environments (shadow, light, outdoor, indoor,
and night). Precision, Recall, and F-Score metrics are
used to test the accuracy of the text detection rate for the
proposed technique quantitatively. The results show that
the proposed algorithm detects the text with high average
of Precision, Recall, and F-Score to be 90.1, 99, and
94.3%, respectively. The algorithm also proved to be
robust and consistent in terms of detecting the textual
content from scene images that have various properties
and which were captured in different environments.
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